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‘‘Interaction-free’’ imaging

Andrew G. White,* Jay R. Mitchell, Olaf Nairz,† and Paul G. Kwiat
Los Alamos National Laboratory, P-23, MS-H803, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

~Received 19 December 1997!

Using the complementary wavelike and particlelike natures of photons, it is possible to make ‘‘interaction-
free’’ measurements where the presence of an object can be determined with no photons being absorbed. We
investigated several ‘‘interaction-free’’imagingsystems, i.e., systems that allow optical imaging of photosen-
sitive objects with less than the classically expected amount of light being absorbed or scattered by the object.
With the most promising system, we obtained high-resolution~10-mm!, one-dimensional profiles of a variety
of objects~human hair, glass and metal wires, and cloth fibers! by raster scanning each object through the
system. We discuss possible applications and the present and future limits for interaction-free imaging.
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PACS number~s!: 42.50.Ct, 03.65.Bz, 42.25.Hz, 03.67.2a
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I. INTRODUCTION

For most of us, our intuition of how the world works
grounded in everyday experience and so is necessarily
sical. Since its earliest days, the field of quantum mecha
has been characterized by predictions and apparent p
doxes that run counter to our natural intuition. However,
remarkably short order, the practitioners of quantum m
chanics developed new intuitions@1#. One of the widely ac-
cepted tenets of this new intuition is that in quantum m
chanics every measurement of a system disturbs the sta
that system~unless the system is already in an eigenstate
the measurement observable!.

Yet over the years a number of works have tested
intuition. In 1960 Renninger showed that the state of a qu
tum system could be determined via thenonobservanceof a
particular result, i.e., the absence of a measurement or ob
vation can lead to definite knowledge of the state of
system @2#. In 1981 Dicke considered ‘‘interaction-free
quantum measurements’’ where energy and/or momentum i
transferred from a photon to a quantum particle by thenon-
scatteringof the photon by the particle@3#. In 1993 Elitzur
and Vaidman@4# showed that an arbitrary object~classical or
quantum! can affect the interference of a single quantu
particle with itself—thenoninterferenceof the particle al-
lows the presence of the object to be inferred without
particle and object ever directly ‘‘interacting’’@5#. In the
Elitzur-Vaidman ~EV! interaction-free measurement~IFM!
scheme, the measurement is interaction-free at most ha
the time. Such experiments were reported in 1995 by Kw
et al. @6# and later repeated as part of a public demonstra
in the Netherlands@7#. References@6,8# also proposed sev
eral schemes for high-efficiency IFM’s: The fraction
IFM’s exceeds one-half and in principle can be made a
trarily close to unity, i.e., the probability of absorption can
made arbitrarily close to zero. In an experiment using a hi
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efficiency system, Kwiatet al. demonstrated the feasibility
of performing IFM’s up to 85% of the time@9#. The possi-
bility of detecting the presence of an object withoutever
interacting with it led to the suggestion ofinteraction-free
imaging ~IFI! @10#, e.g., optical imaging of photosensitiv
objects with much less than the classically expected amo
of light being absorbed or scattered by the object. As one
the current limitations to imaging biological systems
power-induced optical damage, the possibility of evad
this limitation via interaction-free imaging bears further i
vestigation.

While we realize that the best advantage of IFM tec
niques is realized in high-efficiency schemes, for the sake
conceptual and experimental simplicity, we consider in t
paper only devices based on the EV scheme, that is, in
sically low-efficiency devices. Specifically, we describe i
vestigations of several possible interaction-free imaging
vices, present experimental results from the most promis
of these, and explore present and future limits to practica
IFI devices. With these preliminary devices we obtained o
dimensional profile images: The objects were ras
scanned through the beam of an interaction-free meas
ment system. To obtain high spatial resolution, the beam
the imaging point is focused to a small size.

Figure 1 shows the canonical EV scheme: a single pho
sent through a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The inter
ometer is set so that if no object is present, all of the ligh
output to port 1 and none to port 2.@Complete destructive
interference is always possible if the transmittance~reflec-

FIG. 1. Elitzur-Vaidman scheme for interaction-free measu
ments:~a! no object, the photon interferes with itself and no coun
are detected atD2 , and~b! an object in one arm of the interferom
eter, the interference is destroyed and counts are detected aD2

~one-quarter of the time for 50-50 beam splitters!.
605 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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606 PRA 58WHITE, MITCHELL, NAIRZ, AND KWIAT
tance! of the recombining beam splitter equals the reflecta
~transmittance! of the first beam splitter.# The probability of
photon counts at detector 1 is thus unity, while that at de
tor 2 is zero, i.e.,P(D1)51 and P(D2)50. If an opaque
object is placed in one arm of the interferometer the inter
ence is destroyed. The probability of the photon being
flected by the first beam splitter and thus directed onto
being absorbed by the object isPabs5R1 . The probability of
detection at detector 1, i.e., the photon being transmitted
the first beam splitter and reflected by the second beam s
ter, isP(D1)5T1R2 . Note that in thisno-resultcase we gain
no information on the presence of the object: This detec
can fire whether or not the object is there.~The high-
efficiency schemes do not suffer this ambiguity@6,9#.! The
probability of detection at detector 2, i.e., the photon be
transmitted through both beam splitters, isP(D2)[PIFM
5T1T2 ~we label detector 2 the IFM detector:D2[D IFM).
On the occasions that detector 2 fires we know that ther
an object in the interferometer arm and we know that
photon was absorbed since we only sent a single photon
the interferometer. The presence of the object has been
termined without direct interaction between the detec
photon and the object.

The ‘‘efficiency’’ of an IFM device, that is, how often th
device is likely to make an interaction-free as opposed to
interaction-full measurement, is defined as@6#

h5
PIFM

PIFM1Pabs
. ~1!

Assuming lossless beam splitters, in the EV system con
ered here this becomes

h5
T1T2

T1T21R1
. ~2!

If we add the condition that the transmittance of the sec
beam splitter isT25R1 , then

h5
T1

11T1
5

12R1

22R1
~3!

and we see thath→0.5 asR1→0. Note that no-result mea
surements~from detector 1! are not considered, as we do n
mind if a photon propagates through the system and is
ther absorbed by the object nor detected at detector 2. F
balanced interferometer, whereR15T250.5 and the intensi-
ties in both arms are equal, the probability of an interacti
free measurement is at a maximum,PIFM50.25; however,
the efficiency is onlyh50.33: As the efficiency increase
there are more no-result measurements and the probabili
an IFM measurement actually decreases. We stress tha
gardless of the efficiency, when a single photon is detecte
detector 2, that particular measurementis completely
interaction-free, as the object has been detected yet the p
ton was not absorbed by the object. The efficiency only
lays the ratio of interaction-free to interaction-full and
interaction-free measurements: Eachindividual single pho-
ton measurement is either no-result, interaction-free,
interaction-full.
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Single-photon experiments are more demanding than t
cal continuous wave~cw! experiments in that they requir
special detectors, very low background light levels, and
on. Fortunately, it is not necessary to use single photon
analyze and compare various interaction-free imag
schemes. The probabilityPevent of a detection event in the
single-photon regime is related to the relative intensity
that event in the cw regime:

Pevent5
Pevent

P0
, ~4!

whereP0 is the cw power incident to the interferometer a
Pevent is the cw power detected at the event port~i.e., port 1
or 2, or absorbed by the object!. All the experiments pre-
sented in this work were done in the cw regime. Obvious
in this regime no measurement is interaction-free: W
many photons simultaneously incident on the interferome
some can be absorbed by the object while others can exi
port 2. However, according to the standard rules of quan
mechanics, by measuring the relative intensity of light a
given port @as described in Eq.~4!# we can calculate the
probability of an event at that port in the single-photon
gime. In other words, our evaluations in the cw regim
should be identical if performed with a single-photon sou
and detectors.

II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Imaging systems

Interaction-free imaging requires an instrument with hig
contrast interference, in order to give low-noise interactio
free measurements, and an accessible and small beam w
to allow fine resolution raster scanning of an object. In a
four imaging systems were investigated experimentally. T
first three systems were variations on a Michelson inter
ometer~Fig. 2!, the last a Mach-Zehnder interferometer~Fig.
3!. For all systems the imaging beam was the output o
diode laser~1 mW at 670 nm, Thor Labs, Model 0220-999-
circular output beam! that was expanded and collimated by
telescope and then apertured with an iris. The detector w
calibrated photodetector~Newport 818-UV, used with a
1835-C power meter!.

The first imaging system was a Michelson interferome
with two lenses (53 microscope objectives! @Fig. 2~a!#. This
design had an accessible beam waist between the two le
Unfortunately, in practice, it had very poor fringe visibility
as the system was very sensitive to alignment mismatch
tween the lenses~due to coma, astigmatism, etc.!. Given the
poor performance, no data were taken with this system.

The second system was a Michelson interferometer wi
single lens in the imaging arm, focused so that the waist w
at the end mirror@Fig. 2~b!#. As the beam was spatially in
verted in the imaging arm, but not the other, it was s
difficult to get high fringe visibility since we did not have th
necessary, highly spatially symmetric, wave front. Furth
the waist was no longer easily accessible: Due to mechan
constraints, in practice, it was only possible to get an ob
to within ;200 mm of the waist. Again, no data were take
with this system.
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PRA 58 607‘‘INTERACTION-FREE’’ IMAGING
In the third system the lens was removed from within t
interferometer and placed before the first beam splitter@Fig.
2~c!#. This was the best of the three Michelson systems
we considered, in that it had good fringe visibility~in excess
of 90%! because both beams undergo the same spatial in
sion at their respective mirrors. However, as for system 2
is not possible to image exactly at the waist.

The Michelson systems were investigated chiefly beca
of the perceived advantages of their relative ease of al
ment. However, regardless of the exact configuration, t
all have one feature that complicates interpretation of im
ing data: The beam passes through the objecttwice. If the
object is semitransparent, then twice the actual loss is e
rienced and still further analysis of an image is requir
Furthermore, a subtle effect means that any data from sys
2 or 3 must be very carefully interpreted. Consider the f
lowing argument. In system 3@Fig. 2~c!# let half the beam be
blocked in the imaging arm at a point just after the be
splitter. The remaining half of the beam is focused onto
end mirror and returns on theother side of the beam, where
it too is absorbed by the initial block. Thus, by blocking on
half the beam in the imaging arm, all the light in that arm
absorbed~neglecting diffraction! and the interference is to

FIG. 2. Conceptual layout of three interferometer configu
tions: ~a! Michelson interferometer with two lenses in the imagi
arm and the focus in free space,~b! Michelson interferometer with
one lens in the imaging arm and the focus at the end mirror, and~c!
Michelson interferometer with no lenses in the interferometer. T
beam splitters are allR50.5, so the maximum possible interactio
free efficiency in these configurations ish50.33.
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tally destroyed. This effect does not occur if the beam
blocked at the waist. However, as mentioned above,
could not image precisely at the waist. In system 3 we ty
cally imaged at around one Rayleigh range, i.e., in a reg
somewhere between the far field and the waist, meaning
this half-beam effect is occurring to some degree. The in
pretation of the data is then nontrivial: A full calculatio
accounting for the double Fresnel edge-diffraction would
necessary.

The fourth imaging system was a Mach-Zehnder confi
ration, used to obtain all the data presented here. With
system it is easy to arrange for an accessible beam wai
free space and the beam only passes through the object o
Further, it was experimentally necessary to lock the interf
ometers so that one port, the IFM port, was at a null. T
was done with an additional laser~a He-Ne laser at 632 nm!
and a simple fringe slope locking system. Incorporation
the locking laser into a Michelson configuration was difficu
due to the intrinsic space constraints of that design; incor
ration into a Mach-Zehnder configuration was trivial—th
empty ports of the interferometer were utilized.

Figure 3 shows the Mach-Zehnder configuration: apolar-
izing interferometer, which allows effective tuning of th
beam-splitter reflectances. This configuration operates as
lows. The first half-wave plate (l/2) is set so that the ligh
input to the interferometer is linearly polarized atu from the
vertical axis. The first polarizing beam splitter~PBS! splits
the light into its horizontal (T15sin2 u) and vertical (R1
5cos2 u) components ~for example, u545° gives R1
50.5). If no object is present, the second PBS recombi
the beams to the originalu polarization, which then is rotated
back to the vertical by the secondl/2 plate, so that the light
is always detected atD1 . If an object is present, howeve
the interference is modified or destroyed. In the latter ca
only the horizontal component is transmitted by the interf
ometer, the vertical component being absorbed by the ob
~In quantum terms, only the probability amplitude of th
horizontal polarization path contributes to the final probab
ties.! The horizontally polarized output is rotated towards t
vertical axis by the secondl/2 plate, so that some count
occur atD IFM (T25cos2 u): These counts are the interactio
free measurements. As with the most successful Michel
system, the focusing lens (f 560 mm) was outside the inter
ference region.

-

e

FIG. 3. Polarizing Mach-Zehnder interferometer. PBS deno
the polarizing beam splitter andl/2 the half-wave plate at 670 nm
The locking laser~not shown! entered from the top port of the firs
PBS and exited from the side port of the second.
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TABLE I. Object widths: inferred from ‘‘interaction-free’’ and normalized transmission scans, meas
with microscope and diffraction. The uncertainty of the widths from the IFM and transmission scan
approximately61%, except for the cloth filament where they are approximately62%.

Object

Width inferred
from IFM scan

~mm!

Width inferred from
transmission scan

~mm!

Width measured
by microscope

~mm!

Width measured
via diffraction

~mm!

Thin metal wire 95.3 96.6 95.561.6 97.060.5
Thick metal wire 160.2 162.7 159.162.3 159.562.0
Cloth filament 16.6 16.3 12.660.6 15.461.2
Human hair filament 22.8 24.7 25.160.9 26.260.6
Thin optical fiber 125.7 123.9 123.561.9 123.263.6
Thick optical fiber 208.0 207.5 207.963.0 208.362.5
Slit 12.5 13.1 N.A. 19.261.2
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B. Imaging results

We performed one-dimensional scans of a variety of d
ferent objects, including a simple knife-edge, human h
metal wire, cloth and optical fibers, and a narrow slit~the
absence of an object! ~see Table I!. Typical results are shown
in Fig. 4, these being obtained forR.0.5, i.e., input light
polarized at.45° and analyzing at.245°.

The objects were scanned stepwise through the beam
ing a motorized translation stage incorporating a hig
resolution~0.0555-mm! encoder. At each step two measur
ments were recorded: The first was an interaction-f
measurement, monitoring the dark port of the interferome
~analyzing at245°) for an inhibition of the interference, an
the second measurement was a normalized transmission
obtained by blocking the interferometer arm that did not c
tain the object and measuring at the no-result port~detector
D1). These are, respectively, the left-hand (PIFM) and right-
hand (Pnorm) ordinates of Fig. 4. Note thatPnorm is the prob-
ability of a photon being transmitted through the objectout-
side the imaging system, i.e., just the normal transmittan
curve for the object. The probability that a photon is a
sorbed by the object when it is in the imaging system
given byPabs, where

Pabs5R1@12Pnorm#. ~5!

The knife-edge profile@Fig. 4~a!# is used to measure th
resolution of the system. Since the knife-edge certainly ha
step-function profile on the micrometer scale, the round
of the edges on the scans is necessarily due to the spot si
the beam. Taking the derivative to obtain a Gaussian-
function, we infer a full width at half maximum~FWHM!
spot size of 9.160.3 mm. The Rayleigh resolution of the
system is thus given by 10.760.3 mm @11#. The difference
between this and the theoretical value ofd59.8 mm ~see
Appendix A! is probably due to the nonideal beam quali
Despite aperturing down, the beam was still not entirely s
tially uniform.

The path of the knife-edge through the beam is shown
the transmission scan: The beam was initially unblockedx
,60 mm) and the knife-edge was scanned through until
beam was totally blocked (x.130 mm). In principle,PIFM
50 in the absence of the knife-edge; however, in practice
-
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is not, as shown by the valuePIFM50.035 in Fig. 4~a!. This
background noise is from light leaking through the ‘‘dark
port due to the imperfect fringe visibility (V50.933 for this
scan! and can be thought of as the ‘‘dark noise’’s of the
interaction-free detector@for this scans5(12V)/(11V)
53.5%#. For the remainder of the scans, the visibility w
improved to reduce the noise, which varied between 2.
and 3.2%.

In the simple Mach-Zehnder EV scheme described in
Introduction, the IFM probability is set by the transmittan
of the two beam splitters in the interferometer; in the pol
izing Mach-Zehnder this is instead the transmittance of
first polarizing beam splitter and the transmittance of
analyzing beam splitter after the second half-wave plate.
exact values of these transmittances for a given experim
can be inferred from the ratios of measurements atD1 and
D IFM for both the transmission and the IFM scans when
object is fully blocking the beam. Recall that when an obje
is fully blocking the beam the expected IFM probability
the product of these transmittances. For the knife-edge s
T150.467, T250.422, and soPIFM

th 50.23, in good agree-
ment with the observed value ofPIFM50.2260.01 on the
right-hand side of the IFM scan in Fig. 4~a! ~the error on
each data point in the IFM scans is typically64% of the
value of that point!.

Figure 4~b! is a profile of a metal wire. The diamete
~FWHM! of the wire was estimated from both the transm
sion (96.661.0 mm) and IFM (96.661.0 mm) scans and
was in good agreement with the width measured via a
croscope (95.561.6 mm) and diffraction of a laser beam
(97.060.5 mm). A larger wire was also scanned~not
shown! and again agreement between the transmiss
(162.761.6 mm), IFM (160.261.6 mm) scans, microscope
(159.162.3 mm), and diffraction measurements (159
62.0 mm) was very good. This gives us confidence that
system can be used to accurately profile opaque objec
this scale.

For these scans the transmittances were adjustedT1
50.525 andT250.462) to give a higher expected IFM prob
ability, PIFM

th 50.24. Again this agrees with the actual IFM
values observed in the center of the IFM scan where the w
totally obscures the beam. The efficiency of the measurem
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PRA 58 609‘‘INTERACTION-FREE’’ IMAGING
in the central region can be calculated directly from Eq.~2!;
we obtainh50.34. Alternatively,h can be calculated via
Eq. ~1!; however, this requires the probability of absorpti
Pabs, which was not measured directly. Fortunately,Pabscan
be calculated from the measured value of the normali
probability of transmission@see Eq.~5!#. In the central region
Pabs50.46, again giving an experimental efficiency ofh
50.34. The agreement between the efficiency calcula
only from the reflectances and the efficiency calculated us

FIG. 4. Transmission and interaction-free images of various
jects: ~a! knife-edge,~b! metal wire,~c! cloth filament,~d! human
hair, ~e! thin optical fiber,~f! thick optical fiber, and~g! slit ~the
absence of an object!. Note the variation in scale on position axe
d

d
g

the inferred absorption probability gives us confidence in
experimental analysis.

Note that the noise on the IFM scan rises slightly towa
the right-hand side of the scan and that the IFM scan ter
nates before the transmission scan. This behavior is du
the nonideal lock of the interferometer: The system gradu
drifted away from the dark fringe, increasing the light a
thus the noise through the dark port, before finally losi
lock, ending the IFM scan. This behavior is seen on sev
of the scans@Figs. 4~b!, 4~c!, 4~e!, and 4~f!# and highlights
the importance of a robust locking scheme in future IFI s
tems.

Figure 4~c! is a profile of a cloth fiber. The FWHM diam
eter was measured to be 12.660.6 mm ~microscope! and
15.461.2 mm ~diffraction!, respectively. The difference be
tween these two measurements suggests that the fiber h
nonuniform or nonisotropic~e.g., elliptical! cross section and
that different sections or orientations of the fiber were m
sured by the two different techniques, giving slightly diffe
ent widths. This is further borne out by the FWHM diamete
measured from the transmission and IFM scans~16.3 mm
and 16.6mm, respectively!: They are consistent with on
another, are within one standard deviation of the diffract
measurement, and differ significantly from the microsco
measurement.

A more important feature of this scan is that as the tra
mission never drops to zero~i.e., the cloth fiber is not fully
opaque!, the probability of an interaction-free measureme
never attains its maximum value of one-quarter. At the mi
mum of transmission,Pnorm50.24, from which we expec
PIFM

th 50.07 ~see Appendix B for calculatingPIFM from
Pnorm). Actually, the observed value was higher than th
PIFM50.14. A similar discrepancy is seen in the profile of
human hair@Fig. 4~d!#. Note the internal structure of th
traces. As can be seen from the transmission scan, the h
also not totally opaque@the transmission never falls to zero
cf. scans in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!# and, furthermore, near th
center of the hair (x.119 mm) more light is transmitted
than at the edges, particularly the right edge (x5123 mm).
Left of center, where the object is less opaque and ther
seemingly less chance of an IFM, one might expect the I
scan to drop accordingly; however, it clearlyincreases. This
is even more striking in the profile of a thin optical fiber,
shown in Fig. 4~e!. Here, for two-thirds of the width of the
fiber, the fiber is essentially opaque~due to scattering and
reflection from the curved surface of the fiber! and PIFM is
near the expected value ofPIFM

th 50.23. However, in the
middle of the fiber the transparency increases notably
PIFM attains values of up to 0.52, exceeding even the na
in-principle limit of 0.25.

In all three cases@the scans in Figs. 4~c!–4~e!# we believe
the increase inPIFM is caused by the light transmitte
through the object acquiring a relative phase shift, wh
changes the interference conditions and so causes the
port to no longer be at a dark fringe. This is clearly an im
portant phenomenon in IFM measurements~and, in fact, is
present to an even greater degree in high-efficiency sche
@9#!. Consider, for example, imaging a completely transp
ent object (Pnorm51 andPabs50) that introduces ap-phase
shift: All the light is detected at the ‘‘dark’’ port detecto
yielding a 100% efficiency, i.e.,PIFM51 andh51. As the

-
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610 PRA 58WHITE, MITCHELL, NAIRZ, AND KWIAT
transparency of such an object is reduced, thenPIFM andh
decrease accordingly. In the limit where the object is tota
opaque we recover our familiar results ofPabs5R1 , PIFM
5T1T2 , andh as given by Eq.~3!. As soon as there is som
probability that a photon can be transmitted through the
ject, it is no longer sensible to describe the measuremen
interaction-free and concepts and equations based on th
sumption of detecting a wholly opaque object need to
used with care~see Sec. III!.

However, what exactly causes the phase shift? As sh
by the asymmetry of the IFM scan in Fig. 4~e! it is clearly
associated with, but not directly proportional to, the incre
in transparency. There are several possible causes for
the phase and transparency shifts: scattering and refle
from the object, the phase shift due to passage through
object „f5@2p(n21)D#/l, whereD is the width of the
object that the light passes through…, and the geometrica
phase shift due to the additional focusing from a semitra
parent cylinder~i.e., the Guoy phase shift associated w
focused beams; approximatelyp radians@12#!. In Fig. 4~e!
Pnorm50.69, from which we expectPIFM

th 50.007 if there
were no phase shift~see Appendix B!. As the experimenta
value isPIFM50.52, we calculate, using Eq.~B6!, that the
relative phase shift for light passing through the center of
fiber is 104°.

It is tempting to interpret the transmission scan of F
4~e! as a straightforward image of the well-known intern
structure of an optical fiber, i.e., a core cylinder of gla
surrounded by a cladding cylinder of higher refractive gla
However, given the opportunity for refraction and bea
steering, things are not likely to be so straightforward,
borne out by the profile of a thicker optical fiber in Fig. 4~f!.
Here there are four peaks in the transmission scan~two cen-
tral and two small side peaks! and four corresponding fea
tures in the IFM scan. These are most likely due to guid
and scattered light paths and certainly do not represe
simple profile of the core structure. The shape of the featu
in the IFM scan reflect that the phase shift across the tra
mission peaks is large and nonuniform.

Finally, Fig. 4~f! is the profile of theabsenceof an object,
i.e., a slit. The slit was constructed by aligning two raz
blade edges in close proximity. Due to mechanical c
straints, the blade edges were not exactly parallel and the
was marginallyV shaped. From the transmission and IF
scans, we respectively infer slit widths of 13.1 and 12.5mm
and from the diffraction measurement, a width of 19
61.2 mm. It is probable that the difference was due to
slightly different vertical alignment of the slit with respect
the beam. Note that this, combined with a small longitudi
shift from the waist position, may also explain the surpr
ingly low transmission ~the slit was effectively nearly
opaque!. The IFM scan is sensitive to small changes in t
effective transparency of the object: When the object fu
blocks the beam,Pnorm50 (Pabs50.49) andPIFM is at its
maximum valuePIFM50.24; a small change in the transpa
ency, toPnorm50.15 andPabs50.43, leads to a much large
change in the IFM scan,PIFM,0.097 ~which agrees within
error with the expected valuePIFM

th 50.09460.007). This
sensitivity to small changes in transparency holds prom
for high-relief interaction-free imaging of low-relief absorp
tion objects, with much less than the classically necess
y
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light flux. The effect is in fact more pronounced in high
efficiency schemes, wherein it is possible for a given abso
tive object to have alower probability of absorption than
another object withlesserintrinsic absorptance@9#.

As a final note, we point out that it may be possible to u
the current device to obtain information on the polarizati
properties of objects. As currently used, the object
interaction-free imaged by purely vertically polarized lig
~i.e., s polarized with respect to vertically aligned objects!;
equally validly, interaction-free imaging could be done in t
complementary arm with horizontally polarized light~i.e., p
polarized with respect to vertically aligned objects!. Fine
polarization-dependent details could then be brought out
looking at the difference between the two interaction-fr
images.

C. Approaching high efficiency

In principle, the measurements in the preceding subs
tion could have been made at efficiencies higher thanh
50.33~up toh50.5 in the EV scheme!. However, there was
a strong experimental reason why this was not done. As
cussed previously, the probability of an IFM in the E
scheme is actually highest whenR15T250.5, i.e., PIFM
50.25 andh50.33. Because the IFM noise floor is a fixe
value set by the visibility of the interferometer (s;2 – 3%
for our system! the greatest signal-to-noise ratio~and so the
greatest detail! for IFM scans is attained whenPIFM50.25.

To investigate this issue,PIFM and efficiency were mea
sured for a range of reflectances. An opaque object c
pletely blocked the imaging arm of the polarizing Mac
Zehnder interferometer. By appropriately varying the ang
of the two half-wave plates~see Fig. 3! the reflectances were
varied so thatR15T2[R, where 0,R,1. The results are
shown in Fig. 5. For high reflectances,PIFM.h, as the prob-
ability of absorption is very high.PIFM attains its maximum
value atR50.5; in the region 0.5,R,1, PIFM decreases
because the probability of a no-result measurement increa
~The PIFM decrease is not reflected in the efficiency beca
by definitionh depends only on the ratio ofPIFM to PIFM and
Pabs, andPabs also decreases asR→0.)

The experimental values ofPIFM were calculated directly
from the output powers@as described by Eq.~4!#. To obtain
the experimental values for efficiency it was necessary
know the values forPabs: These were calculated by assum
ing that the sum of the absorption, interaction-free, and
result powers equaled the observed output power in theab-
senceof an object. The agreement between experiment
theory forPIFM is excellent.

The agreement for the efficiency is also very good, b
breaks down badly at low reflectances, when polarizat
cross talk degrades the efficiency. Polarizing beam split
are designed to separate an arbitrarily polarized beam int
horizontal and vertical components. Thecross talkof a PBS
is the residual amount of the orthogonal polarization on e
‘‘pure’’ output beam. Thus at low reflectances, wherePabs is
in principle vanishingly small, in practice it has a fixe
value, set by the cross talk. The undesirable consequenc
this is that, whilePIFM decreases asR→0, Pabs is fixed due
to the cross talk and thus the efficiencyh decreases sharply
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PRA 58 611‘‘INTERACTION-FREE’’ IMAGING
The system only behaves as described by Eqs.~1!–~3! for
reflectances above;10%.

III. DISCUSSION

As has been touched upon in Sec. II B, semitranspa
objects necessarily force a reevaluation of what is mean
an interaction-free measurement. The original central ide
interaction-free measurement was a totally opaque ob
causing the noninterference of a single photon@4#. Classical
objects can modify this effect if they are semitransparen
diffract the light. A transparent or semitransparent object
phase shift the light and modify the interference~we note in
passing that such shifts can in principle yield informati
about the dispersive properties of the object!. However, even
in the absence of such a phase shift, some interference
still occur, as any transmitted light may interfere with t
light from the other arm of the interferometer. Similarl
even a totally opaque object may allow interference if it d
fracts light in such a way that it can overlap with light fro
the other arm.

Quantum objects may also be imaged by interaction-f
detectors@13,14#. For these objects, any forward scatteri
~be it due to transparency, diffraction, reemission, or so
other process! will allow some degree of interference. Fu
ther, during interaction-free measurements of quantum
jects, momentum and energy can be transferred from
light to the object@3,15# if there is a forward-scattering am
plitude from the object. Energy and momentum transfer
unusual phenomena indeed for an ‘‘interaction-free’’ me
surement! Accordingly, we reiterate that as soon as ther
some probability that a photon can be transmitted or
fracted by the object, it is no longer sensible to describe
measurements as truly interaction-free, at least in the orig
sense of the phrase.

An interaction-free measuring system can be thought o
a detector, albeit an unusual one. As with all detectors, I
systems are characterized in terms of their efficiency~h! and
noise ~s!. The interaction-free imaging systems conside
here are extensions of this concept: They are IFM detec
with fine spatial resolution. The ultimate limit to spatial res
lution for any standard optical detector is the diffracti
limit: In the current system we are still some way fro
achieving this limit (;10mm vs;0.6mm). In the future it
may be better to avoid polarization-based IFM detect

FIG. 5. Efficiency and probability of an interaction-free me
surement as a function of reflectance. Diamonds and square
spectively represent experimentally measured values ofPIFM and
efficiencyh. The unbroken lines are the theoretical curves~ignoring
the effects of PBS cross talk!.
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since the polarization cross talk limits both the spatial re
lution ~see Appendix A! and the minimum noise of the de
tector.

For practical applications the greatest benefit will be o
tained by incorporating imaging into a high-efficiency IF
system@6,8#, as it is only in these systems that the chance
a photon interacting with the object becomes vanishin
small. Because such systems are in their infancy, with c
rent efficiencies of only 60–85 %@9#, the issue of incorpo-
rating imaging into these systems is nontrivial and requi
further research. Aside from this, further technical improv
ments are conceivable: for example, the possibility of obta
ing an image ‘‘all at once’’ using a large diameter interr
gating beam and some sophisticated image-proces
algorithm to infer from the interference pattern the image
the object.

Classical objects that would benefit from the reduced p
ton flux of interaction-free imaging include: biological sy
tems, such as cells@16#, whose biological and chemical op
eration can change as a function of light level, and cold at
clouds, which can literally be blown apart from the phot
flux of conventional imaging systems. Not only could a v
riety of ‘‘delicate’’ quantum objects~such as trapped ions
Bose-Einstein condensates, or atoms in an atom interfer
eter! be interaction-free imaged as well, but in hig
efficiency systems the act of imaging can entangle the im
ing photons and the quantum object, creating interes
quantum-mechanical states, such as entangled Schro¨dinger
cat states@13#.

The difference between conventional and interaction-f
measurements of thepresenceof an object is that in the
latter, in principle, the object can be detected withno pho-
tons interacting with the object. Similarly, the principal di
ference between conventional and interaction-freeimaging
of an object is the vastly reduced photon flux needed
obtain an image in the latter. Current photonic imaging s
tems@e.g., optical low coherence reflectometry~OLCR!# can
have very high sensitivity~to opacity!, say one part in 1012

(2120 dB). However, this is at the expense of sending 112

photonsthroughthe imaged object and having at least one
those photons interact in a detectable fashion~e.g., in OCLR,
by backscattering!; of course the remaining photons can a
do interact with the object in a variety of ways~general scat-
tering, absorption, etc.!. In contrast to this, we suggest that
high-efficiency interaction-free imaging system might atta
high sensitivity by having only a few photons interact wi
the object, the rest remaining in the other arm of the int
ferometer; further analysis is needed to quantify this. In a
event, it is clear that the techniques of interaction-free m
surements and imaging, presented here and elsewhere,
unique capabilities beyond those normally considered in c
ventional optics.
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APPENDIX A: IMAGE RESOLUTION

As discussed in Sec. II A, it is desirable to have a sm
beam waist in the region where the object is scanned
order to obtain high spatial resolution. The diameter of a s
available from a lens is given by

d5K
f l

fD
, ~A1!

wheref is the focal length of the lens,l is the wavelength of
the light,fD is the diameter of the clear aperture at the le
andK is a numerical factor that depends on experimen
conditions and whether the diameter under consideratio
the FWHM or the Gaussian diameter~where the power has
fallen to 1/e2 of the original value!. For a lens imaging an
unapertured Gaussian beam, the Gaussian diameter is g
by K54/p. However, the output of our diode laser was n
a clean Gaussian mode as it had internal structure~e.g.,
‘‘picket fencing’’!. To reduce effects from this structure, th
beam was expanded to;25 mm diameter (1/e2) and then a
more spatially uniform subsection of the beam was selec
with an iris (fD55 mm) placed before the imaging len
Under these conditions, the beam input to the iris is appro
mately plane wave and the factorK varies as a function o
the truncation of the initial beamT:

T5
fbeam

firis
, ~A2!

wherefbeamis the 1/e2 diameter of the input beam andf iris
is the physical diameter of the iris. To calculate FWHM d
ameters, the factorK is given by@11#

K51.0291
0.7125

~T20.2161!2.1792
0.6445

~T20.2161!2.221.

~A3!

Taking the 5 mm iris diameter as the clear aperture of
lens, the 60 mm focal length lens and initial beam diame
of fbeam525 mm yield a factorK51.03. Thus the predicted
minimum spot size for the system isd58.3 mm ~FWHM!
and the predicted minimum resolution~as defined by the
Rayleigh criterion@11#! is dR59.8 mm.

It is possible in principle to attain a smaller spot size
increasing the diameter of the iris. However, in practice, t
was limited by two experimental factors: the nonunifor
beam and the angle-dependent cross talk at the polari
beam splitters. As mentioned above, the output beam f
the diode laser contained spatial structure. If the beam
unapertured the diffraction of this structure meant that
achievable fringe visibility was quite low, less than 60%;
aperturing a uniform subsection of the beam the fringe v
ibility was improved to 95%. This aperturing was merely f
the sake of convenience and could have been avoided
suitable mode cleaning system. However, the second e
could not have been so avoided. The cross talk on the po
izing beam splitters is a minimum when the beam pass
through the device is collimated. As the beam becom
strongly diverging or converging~as was the case in ou
experiment!, the amount of cross talk increases rapidly. T
behavior occurs both for interface PBS’s~such as the cube
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PBS’s we used! and for bulk PBS’s~e.g., calcite prisms!.
Our aperture size of 5 mm was thus chosen to give an
ceptable trade-off between imaging spot size and polar
tion cross talk.

APPENDIX B: CALCULATING PIFM FROM Pnorm

From the normalized transmission probabilityPnorm it is
straightforward to calculate the expected interaction-f
measurement probabilityPIFM as long as the reflectancesR1
andR2 of the interferometer are known. Consider inputtin
linearly polarized light ~at u1) to the polarizing Mach-
Zehnder interferometer described in Sec. II A. We use
Jones matrix description, where, for example, light linea
polarized at an angleu with respect to the vertical axis i
described as

F sin u
cosu G . ~B1!

After passing through the interferometer the light is d
scribed by

F teif 0

0 1G F sin u1

cosu1
G , ~B2!

wheret is the real part of the free-space transmittivity of t
object andf is the phase shift that the light acquires in
passage through the object:

Pnorm5t2. ~B3!

After passing through the analyzer at angleu2 , the probabil-
ity of an interaction-free measurementPIFM , is

PIFM5U@sin u2 ,2cosu2#F teif 0

0 1G F sin u1

cosu1
GU2

5uteif sin u1 sin u22cosu1 cosu2u2. ~B4!

From this, and remembering that the effective reflectance
the first beam splitter isR15cos2 u1, that the transmittance
of the analyzer isT25sin2 u2, and thatRi1Ti51, we re-
write Eq. ~B4!

PIFM5R1R21T1T2Pnorm22 cosfAR1R2T1T2Pnorm,
~B5!

which relatesPIFM to Pnorm. For the case of 50-50 beam
splitters~i.e., input light polarized atu1545°), this reduces
to

PIFM5
11Pnorm22 cosfAPnorm

4
5

u12teifu2

4
. ~B6!

In this case, if the object is totally opaque (Pnorm50), then
PIFM51/4, as expected.~Naturally, if the object is absen
then Pnorm51, f50, and PIFM50.) Of course, in the EV
scheme considered here, the probability of the object abs
ing a photon is independent of the interference conditio
and in all cases is given byPabs5(12t2)R1 .
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